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Hitachi, Ltd. has been constructed 1.8-14keV, soft X-ray to X-ray, bean line
for EXAFS studies in the Photon Factory. The bean line is equipped by special-
ly desisned double crystal nonochronator and EXAFS neasuring systen. The bear
Iine is able to obtain EXAFS spectra of Si'K X-ray absorption edge. Using the
bean line and synchrotron radiation (SR), EXAFS spectra of anorphous thin
filns of silicon nitrides forned by CVD nethods has been neasured and the
radial atonic structures are investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The structures of anorphous thin filns
of the silicon conpounds are indispensable
for research eorks on the seniconductor

devices. The relations betueen the nethods

of thin fih fornation and the atonic
structures of the thin filns are veTy

inportant to inprove the electric properties

of the seniconductor devices.

llost of the thin filns utilized in the
LSI fabrication processes have anorphous

atonic structures. The oscillations observed

in the absorption coefficient above the
X-ray edge are analyzed and interpreted in
the terns of the average radial structure.

The oscillations are today naned EXAFS

(extended X-ray absorption fine structure).
There have been several difficulties to
obtain the EXAFS spectra of silicon
conpounds.

To obtain the precise EXAFS spectra of
silicon conpounds, double crystal nonochro-

nator and ionization chanbers are neuly

developed to use even in an ultra-hish

vacuun of l0-"torr. EXAFS spectra of the
tco nodifications of the crystalline u- and

B-SieN4 cere obteined by the fluorescent
yield neasurenent and also ones of thin
filns bv LP-CVD and ECR-CVD bv the trans-
mission neasuretent.

2. SPECIAL FEATURE OF }IEASURE}IENT SYSTE}I

The special double crystal ronochrorator
and ionization chanbers have been developed

to use in the ultra-high vacuul of l0-"torr.
The thickness of the X-ray windoc is reduced

fron usual 400 pr to ?5 p n and the trans-
nission intensities of X-rays rith Si.K edge

energy has inproved as strong as 3000 tines.

2.I X-RAY OPTICAL SYSTE}I OF BEA}i LINE

The EXAFS neasureneht systen ras

installed at the bean line BL-88 of the
Photon Factory. The leneth betreen the X-ray
source point of the storage ring to a

sanple is 31n. The X-ray optical syster of
BL-8B is shorn schenatically in Fig.l. The

bent cylindrical nirror is locdted at dosn-
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Fig.1 Schematic Illustrations of X-ray
Absorption Spectrometer using SR

strean of the nonochronator in order to
reduce the thernal load of the first nono-

chronator crystal. FIat nirror is located
just upstrean of the EXAFS neasurenent

syster to elininate the harnonics and

nultiple reflections generated at the nono-

chronator.
SR bean with a size.of 25(H) X 1(V)nr"

at the slit position upstrean of nonochro-

mator is reduced to FUHI| size of 2.5(H) X

0.7(V)nn' at specinen position. Critical
energy of the bent cylindrical nirror is
set at about 14 keV. The critical energy

of the flat nj-rror is adjusted by the angle

and usually set at 2.8keV to neasure Si'K
EXAFS spectra.

2.2 DOUBLE CRYSTTL I{ONOCHRO}IATOR

Energy range of 1.8-2.8keV(7.0-4.4A)
is required to neasure Si'K-EXAFS spectra.

Soft X-rays of the energy range exibit
extrenely hish coefficients of nass absorp-

tion and are strongly absorbed by the usual

X-ray transnission rindou to isolate the

clean ultra-hish vacuun of the storage ring
and lou vacuun of the neasurenent systeir.

Specially designed notors and rotary
encoders to set the nonochronator crystal
angles are adopted to use in the hish vacuun.

The insulators of the notors and encoders

are replaced to Teflon and polyinids to
reduce the sublinations fron the insulators.
The ball bearings are also replaced to usual

grease lubricant to fonblin oiI uhich has

very small vapor pressure of -10-t*torr at
25T. These conponents of the nonochrorator

enable Il28,800th of a degree of rotation
anguLar resolution even in hish vacuur of
10-"torr. The thickness of X-ray uindos

between the storage ring and the nonochro-

mator is then reduced to 75 pn because there
is al-nost no pressure difference and the

vacuun of the nonochrolator is enough clean.

2.3 IONIZATION CHI}IBERS AND Si(Li) DETECTORS

The EXIFS reasurnent syster is illust-
rated schenatically in Fig.2. Tro ioniza-
tion chanbers are for incident and trans-
mission intensities (Io,It). Si(Li) and

secondary electron detectors are for fluo-

Fis.2 Scheratic Illustrations of
EXAFS lleasurelent Syster

lonization Gha

Si(Li) Detector
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rescent yield (If) and secondary electron
yield (Ie), respectively.

In order to obtain precise EJ(AFS spectra,
ionization chanbers and Si (Li) detectors are
nerly developed. The working gas pressures

of the ionization charbers are. regul-ated by

the PI (proportional-integral) controllers.
Neon rith the pressures of 4Otorr for Io and

70 torr for It are usually enployed for
norking gas at Si.K-EXAFS neasurenent. 80

nn'( 0 10) Si(Li) eLerents are utilized for
detector. Three Si(Li) elenents are nounted

in the horizontal Si(Li) detector. The

saturation counting level is inproved by

enploying three systers of counting equip-
Dents.

3. STRUCTURE INVESTIGASTION

OF SILICON NITRIDES

Energy of the nonochronatized bear is
calibrated by the Si, P and S K-absorption
edges using a disc of the nixture. Calcu-
Iated energy resolution of BL-88 is about

0.4eV at the Si.K-absorption edge (1.84keV).

3.1 }IEASUREI.IENT OF EXAFS SPECTRA

Ponders of the standard a- and p-
SisN4 crystall-ine sauples are ground and

nounted on a dianond plate to neasure

fluorescent yields. Silicon nitride thin
filns are prepared bv LP-CVD nethod on the

silicon wafer and ECR-CVD nethod on the
Kapton filn rith thickness of 7.5 pn. The

thickness of the thin filn sanple is adjust-
ed about 1.0lrq. Sanples are heated at 800t
for LP-CVD and 150t for ECR-CVD.

Energy scanning step of the near absorp-

tion edge region is set 0.25eV and l-4eV for
EXAFS region. Total neasured energy point
p (E) is about 400 with the energy range of
1.?8-2.8keV. lleasured EXAFS spectra of the

thin filns prepared by LP- and ECR-CVD

nethods are shorn in Fig.3

ol

Fie.3 EXAFS of Silicon Nitride Thin Fitr

3.2 DIFFERENTIAL PROFILE OF ABSORPTION EDGE

Absorption edge profile of Si.K-edge is
featured by the steep peak of absorption co-
efficients. The profiles of absorption edge

of thin filn prepared bv LP-CVD and ECR-CVD

resenble each other. But the differential
profiles, 0 p (E)/ AE is different betseen

the thin filns. Observed 0 rG)/AE, 0-
XANES (X-ray Absorption Near Edg" Structure)
spectra are shosn in Fig.4.

The energy of steepest absorption is
sane betueen the filns, but ridth of energy

is different each other. The profile of
ECR-CVD thin fih is alnost sale as the
standard crystaLline a- and F-Si"N. salple.

X-ray photon Enersy (keV)

Fig.4 Differential Profiles of
Si'K Absorption Edges
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3.3 RADIiL STRUCTURE

The neasured EXAFS spectra are analyzed
through the conventional nethod as folloning.
(p (n)-po(E))/ po(g)=z (t<)=

Z;4 n { p lt; (k) lexp (- 2r/ x" )Gi; (r)
.sin(Zkr+ 0 i; (k))dr"

where I f; (k) I and 0 i; (k) describe the scat-
tering process undergone by the photo-

electron, the forner depending only on the

scattering atonic species .i (N and Si), the

latter on both the absorbing (Si) and the

scattering ones.

Gi; (r) in the fornula exibits the radial
structure function. Theoretical values of
lf; (k) | and 0 i; (t<) are avairabl a') . The

radial structure functions are caluculated
and the results are shoun in Fig.S. There

are slisht difference in the atonic distance
of the second shell betreen the thin filns
forned bv LP-CVD and ECR-CVD. The atoric
distance of second shell of the ECR'CVD is
slishtly lonser than that of LP-CVD.

o123456
Radial distance (A)

Fig.5 Radial Distribution of Silicon

7

Nitride

4. SUltltARy

The difference of the 0 p (E) / AE,

because the existence of the locer energy of
absorption edge near Si-Si bond (1.84keV).

The profile of ECR-CVD is ahost sale as

those of the stoicheonetric standard sarples
of u- and 0-Si"N* crystal-line. But it is
ueLl knoun that thin filns forned by ECR-

CVD involves hydrogen" ) and Si- bonds are
terninated H or N.

The difference betreen the atoric dis-
tance of the second shell indicates the
difference of the short range structure.
The second nearest neighbour of crystalline
phase is Si-Si. The average length of the
Si-Si is 2.gZA for c-Si"Na and 3.00A for
B -Sia N4 . Short range structures of the

amorphous silicon nitride filres forred by

LP-CVD and ECR-CVD resenbl-e to u - and P -
Si"N4 crystal-Iine phases, respectively.
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